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Abstract. The task of onboarding a new hire consumes great amounts
of resources from organizations. The faster a “newbie” becomes an
“insider”, the higher the chances of job satisfaction, retention, and
advancement in their position. Conversational agents (AI agents) have
the potential to effectively transform productivity in many enterprise
workplace scenarios so applying them to the onboarding process can
prove to be a very solid use case for such agents. In this work, we present a
conversational system to aid new hires through their onboarding process.
Users interact with the system via an instant messaging platform, to ful-
fill their work related information needs as if it were a human assistant.
We describe the end-to-end process involved in building a domain spe-
cific conversational system and share our experiences in deploying it to
344 new hires in a month-long study. The feasibility of our approach is
evaluated by analyzing message logs and questionnaires. Through three
different measures, we observed an accuracy of about 60% at the message
level and a higher than average retention rate for the agent. Our results
suggest that this agent-based approach can very well compete with the
existing tools for new hires.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence · Conversational agents · Personal
assistants · Evaluation · NLP

1 Introduction

Lave and Wenger [11] showed that people join a community or an organization
slowly, through a process of “legitimate peripheral participation,” in which they
must first learn their new environment, then tentatively test their knowledge, and
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finally begin to act as fully competent members. Organizations and their new-
hires would benefit from speeding up this process from “newbie” to “insider.”

With all the challenges that come with being a new hire, the path for every
employee to go from the “newbie” stage to an “insider” depends on how fast they
acquire enough knowledge to feel comfortable at their new workplace. Obviously
this depends on the size of the company and the direct group who will be working
with the employee, the job rank, his/her number of years of previous experience,
whether there is a change in the type of job and his/her personality and abil-
ity to deal with uncertainty. In [14] seven different information seeking tactics
(overt questions, indirect questions, third parties, testing limits, disguising con-
versations, observing, surveillance) are studied which are used by new hires in
an organization to seek information.

This paper describes how a conversational agent can be used to augment
the onboarding process and details our experience with building and deploying
an end-to-end system. We explain the various steps involved from curating a
domain-specific knowledge base to evaluating the system using message logs
and questionnaires. The main advantage of our proposed system is that unlike
humans, conversational agents can be available 24/7 to answer new hire questions
and unlike existing web-based tools the agent provides a human-like interaction.
Additionally, the agent can help with compliance by sending proactive messages
to the user which could be helpful in reminding new employees of their tasks to
be completed.

The primary goal of our proposed system is to cater to the work-related
informational needs of the newcomers in an organization. The system is designed
to provide an answer for questions on company policies and procedures, or search
the company’s Intranet. In addition, the system can help new hires connect
with co-workers by allowing them to find experts on certain topics as well as
looking up co-workers through an intelligent directory look-up service. While
information retrieval is an essential objective for our agent, social behavior and
interaction capabilities are equally important. A number of works have dealt with
how conversational agents should interact and behave with humans [7,24,28]. As
noted by previous works, we anticipated the anthropomorphic chit-chat behavior
and implemented a chit chat module providing a more natural human/agent
interaction.

The use of conversation in information systems goes back to the 1950s [25].
More recently, success in the field of natural language processing and machine
learning has led to rapid adaptation of state of the art chat bot technologies for
information access in various fields including education [22], health care [5], or
accounting [15]. Conversational systems have been an active area of research with
focus areas including user experience [18,23], personalization [10], and dialog
modeling [16,26,29]. Most conversational systems proposed in the literature are
evaluated on datasets created for artificial tasks or in a laboratory. Our work
focuses on the process involved in building an end-to-end conversational agent
evaluated in the field.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system
design and the steps involved in building a conversation system for a domain
specific application. Section 3 provides details of the study design followed by
the results of our user study in Sect. 4. We conclude the paper with a discussion
and directions for future work.

2 System Description

We designed a conversational agent named Chip to aid new hires with their infor-
mation needs and ease their way into the organization. The agent was available
on a company wide instant messaging service that the new hires could add to
their buddy list and start interacting. We conducted a user study to gain insights
into the user’s experience with system and estimate system performance. In this
section, we describe the capabilities of the system along with design in detail.

2.1 System Capabilities

Knowledge Base: The primary goal of the agent was to address the information
needs of newcomers in an organization. We compiled a set of frequently asked
questions on a variety of topics to address their needs (refer to Sect. 2.2 for more
details on the methodology used to identify these questions). The knowledge base
also contained question variations that enabled our system to provide the same
answer to different versions of the same underlying question. The knowledge
base consisted of answers for each question. An example question-answer pair is
show below:

User Request: How can I host a teleconference?
Chip’s Response: Before you can host a teleconference,

you have to sign up for a host code. You can visit this link
to register. For complete instructions, check out

this link on audio conferencing.

Chit Chat: Our goal was not only to build a question answering system but also
to provide a human touch to the interactions. It has been shown that “anthro-
pomorphism” can solicit social responses from users such as trust, empathy, etc.,
and also helps with conversation [2]. Casual conversations such as chit chat is one
possible way to humanize an agent [12]. We developed a chit chat module to han-
dle casual conversation pertaining to agent trait (e.g. who are you?, what do you
like?, etc.), agent status (e.g. how are you?, what are you doing?, etc.), compli-
ments (e.g. you are great!, you are smart, etc.). The agent could even tell jokes.

Search Capabilities: The agent had the ability to search over a set of docu-
ments in the organization’s intranet. We restricted the search index to contain
documents related to company policies and HR related pages. An inverted index
was used to rank documents (webpages) in decreasing order of relevance for a
given information need.
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Lookup Capabilities: In addition to the search, the users could use lookup
services such as:

– Employee Demographics Lookup: Users could search the employee directory
by asking natural language questions. For example, the users can ask the
agent to “Look up John Smith’s phone number and address” and the agent
would understand the intent and extract names entity (e.g. “John Smith”)
to search the employee directory.

– Experts Lookup: Employees joining an organization often have a hard time
finding domain experts within the company. To ease this problem the agent
was equipped with the ability to search an internal social media portal to
return a list of domain experts along with their contact information.

– Wikipedia Search: The agent allowed the users to search Wikipedia for a given
natural language query.

Proactive Reminders: New hires joining an organization have to complete a
set of tasks within a specified time frame. These tasks include signing up for
health insurance, join relevant mailing lists, etc. Our agent was designed to send
proactive messages to users reminding them of their tasks and answer question
related to the tasks. Proactive reminders also served as a way to remind the
users about the availability of the agent.

2.2 System Design

The process that we followed to develop the conversational system for new hires
can roughly be divided into three different phases: (1) Curating the knowledge
base; (2) Building a conversational agent; (3) Tuning the performance.

Knowledge Base Curation: In order to build a comprehensive knowledge
base consisting of question-answer pairs relevant to our new hire use case, we
used call records obtained from the company’s employee service center (ESC).
The call records were composed of email conversations between employees and
customer service representatives organized in the form of threads. The ESC call
records contained a broad range of topics, including topics that were irrelevant
to our new hire use case. In order to refine the topics in the call records, we
performed topic modeling to identify prominent topics in the call records using
the Latent Dirichlet Allocation [6] technique. The topics guided us to manually
define a diverse set of candidate questions to be included in the knowledge base.
Once the questions were finalized, a subject matter expert went through them
to provide a short and concise answer to each of these questions.

Conversational Agent: The goal of our conversational agent was to return a
text-based response for a given user request in natural language. Prior work on
short text conversational systems can be categorized into retrieval-based [8] and
generation-based methods [17]. Retrieval-based methods select the best possible
answer from a set of predefined responses whereas generation-based methods
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create a natural language response for a given question. We used a retrieval
based method in this work and the steps involved in obtaining a response are
explained below:

1. Intent identification: Identifying the intent for a given question is key to
understanding the user’s information need. We annotate every incoming user
message with a predefined intent using a natural language classifier. The clas-
sifier used in this work was a multi-layer convolution neural network similar
to the one used in [9]. The goal of the intent classifier was to categorize the
user’s information need into chit chat, knowledge base question, Wikipedia
search, employee or expert lookup. In practice, we found that splitting the
chit chat and knowledge base question category into more granular intents
was more effective. For instance, we decompose the knowledge base question
into a list of topics such as health insurance, benefits, IT Help, etc. The use
of CNN models enabled us to generalize our approach beyond exact matches.
For example, a user can ask for: “information on health-care benefits”, or
“where can I find my health benefits information?”; both will be matched to
the answer containing the appropriate web page for health benefits.

2. Entity Extraction: Additionally, each user request was also annotated with
named entities and keywords (noun phrases) present in the text. We use the
AlchemyAPI to extract entities and keywords [1] to be used in the answer
selection step.

3. Answer Selection
– Knowledge Base and Chit Chat

Once the intent classifier has identified the user request as a chit chat
or knowledge base question, the next step was to retrieve the most likely
response from a pool of predefined responses. Similar to the previous step,
we use a multi-layer convolution neural network based classifier to select
the best response. The intent and answer selection classifier returned a
confidence score along with the most likely class label. The agent returned
the selected answer as a response only when both were above threshold
t1 for intent classifier and t2 for answer selection classifier.

– Inverted Index
When the intent classifier’s confidence was above a threshold t1 and
answer selection classifier’s confidence was below a threshold t2, we used
the search index as a fall-back. A query was created by removing the stop-
words from the user request to search an inverted index created using the
Lemur toolkit [21]. A sequential dependency model [13] was used to find
relevant documents, and the top three documents along with the snippets
were returned as a response.

– Employees and Expert Lookup
An internal employee lookup service was used by passing in the extracted
person entity as arguments. The keywords extracted are passed as an
argument to the expert lookup service and the output was returned as a
response.
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– Wikipedia Search
The extracted keywords are passed to the Wikipedia Search API as a
query. The top ranked document along with the snippet is returned as a
response.

Finally, the agent had to handle questions that were out of scope. The thresh-
olds t1 and t2 described above were used to determine out-of-scope questions and
a generic “Sorry, I don’t understand you question” response was returned.

Performance Tuning: The thresholds t1 and t2 have a direct influence on
system performance because they determine when a question is out of scope or
when the agent must search the inverted index.

Determining optimal values for t1 and t2 is a non-trivial task so as an ad-hoc
solution, in this work, we divided our user study into three different cohorts and
used the user data from first cohort to tune the values for thresholds t1 and t2.

3 User Study

The conversational agent was made available to 344 new hires of a large orga-
nization for 4–5 weeks. The participants were recruited in three cohorts and
were mostly college graduates with different backgrounds, including software
engineering, consulting, product design, administration, and sales. The partici-
pants were located at different work locations across a single country and they
attended a mandatory new hire orientation program organized by the company.
A member of our research team was present at the orientation to demonstrate
the capabilities of the agent. Upon adding the agent to their instant messenger’s
“friend list”, the participants were able to interact with agent. For example, a
new hire could ask the agent about benefits – “how do I set up my health insur-
ance”, lookup directory information – “what is John’s phone number” or even
find experts in their field of interest – “find an expert in machine learning”, etc.
The system was introduced as an experimental tool and the participants were
requested to provide feedback by sending a #FAIL message for incorrect agent
responses.

3.1 Post Study Questionnaire

We followed up with a post study questionnaire sent to participants after about
a month of usage. Similar to other studies [3,4,30], we developed a version of
the questionnaire to capture user opinion. To understand the user’s self assessed
accuracy of the system, we included the following question: What percent of
questions was Chip able to answer for you?

The users were also asked to rate a series of statements on a Likert scale.
The following statements were included in the questionnaire to estimate the user-
perceived efficacy of the agent. We replaced the agent name below with Chip for
blind review.
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– The answers Chip gave me were of high-quality answers.
– I would continue to use Chip if he were available to me.

We also included the following question on comparing the agent to other sources.

– I tended to ask Chip before turning to a coworker for help.
– Chip was able to help me when I would otherwise have called the Employee

Service Center.
– I thought to ask Chip for help before emailing my onboarding Specialist.

Additionally, we asked the survey takers to rank the following sources by
their ability to answer questions about the company’s knowledge and process
that is required for a new hire: (1) Co-worker (2) Intranet Search (3) Chip
(4) onboarding Specialist assigned to the employee by the human resources
(5) Employee Service Center.

4 Results

4.1 System Usage

In this section, we present the descriptive statistics of all user messages to Chip.
Overall, Chip received a total of 5984 messages throughout the study from 322
users (average of 18.58 messages per user).1 The messages received could be a
request with an information need, chit chat, a lookup for employee demograph-
ics, search for domain experts, Wikipedia search, or “#FAIL” reporting system
failure. Among them, 75.8% users have 5 or more unique interactions with Chip.
Table 1 shows the usages statistics across the three cohorts.

Table 1. Usage statistics across all three cohorts

Tot. users Tot. messages Messages/user

Group 1 89 (82) 1383 16.9

Group 2 124 (115) 2513 21.9

Group 3 131 (125) 2088 16.7

As an agent that aims to provide continuous interactions, a critical design
goal of Chip is to encourage users’ long-term engagement. We observed that
25% messages came in the second two weeks of the user’s access time to Chip
compared to 75% coming in the first two weeks. Considering the effect of intro-
duction to a new tool in the first week or so, this shows users didn’t only use
to system as a toy tool but for actual retrieval of information. Additionally, we
observed a considerable number of active users2 during the second half of the
study, 26.1% of were using the system in the latter half compared to 69.3% in the
first half. This shows a much higher retention rate compared to what is reported
for most chatbots at lower than 10% in the first month [31].
1 About 6.3% of the users never used Chip.
2 Users with five or more unique interactions were considered active users.
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4.2 System Effectiveness

To assess the accuracy of the system at the message level, we randomly sampled
149 of request-response pairs from the message logs. The pairs were annotated
by a researcher with a four point scale: correct, needs improvement, wrong and
out of scope. Table 2 shows the result we get from this annotation. Among 149
question, we found around 58% answered correctly while around 13% answers
were wrong.

Table 2. Annotation results

Total Correct Improvement needed Wrong Out of scope

149 87 16 19 27

58.4% 10.7% 12.8% 18.1%

As described in Sect. 3.1, we also measured user satisfaction through ques-
tionnaires in which the user evaluated the quality of response, compared the
agent with other sources, etc. We distributed the survey to all participants,
however, only 37% completed the questionnaire. Table 3 shows the results for
two types of questions in the survey to measure satisfaction. The users rated the
statements related to efficacy and comparison to other sources on a Likert scale.
We convert the nominals to continuous scale by assigning 7 for strongly agree
and 1 for strongly disagree (neutral is 4).

Table 3 shows that users in general agreed that the answers were of high
quality and showed a strong intent to continue using the agent. The results also
show that, as the first source of answers, users preferred to start with Chip before
contacting their co-workers, onboarding specialist or the ESC.

We also asked the users to rank the different sources by their general ability
to answer questions on company policies. While it is evident from Fig. 1 that

Table 3. Questionnaire data analysis

Efficacy Mean (SD)

The answers Chip gave me were high-quality answers 4.75 (1.6)

I would continue to use Chip if he were available to me 5.44 (1.63)

Comparison to other sources

I tended to ask Chip before turning to a coworker for
help

4.59 (1.98)

Chip was able to help me when I would otherwise have
called the employee service center

4.8 (1.69)

I thought to ask Chip for help before emailing my
onboarding specialist

5.67 (1.59)

What percent of questions was Chip able to answer for
you?

62.2% (27.5%)
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Fig. 1. Source of information ranked by their ability to answer questions for new hires
from the questionnaire data.

co-workers are the preferred choice to obtain reliable and correct answer, Chip
is in the same level as intranet, ESC, and onboarding specialists.

The users’ ratings of system accuracy at the message level was 63%, which
is very close to 58% we get from the annotation results. A second estimate of
accuracy comes from the users’ #FAIL messages. However, users do not always
report system failures, nevertheless, it serves as a reasonable metric to measure
system effectiveness, we observed that “#FAIL” was used for about 8.5% of the
messages.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, We presented a conversational agent (chat bot) that supports new
hires with their informational needs during their onboarding phase. We described
system capabilities and outlined design consideration in building such an agent.
Evaluating domain specific retrieval-based conversational systems is a challeng-
ing open research problem, mixed results have been reported through objective
vs subjective evaluations [19,20,27]. We approached evaluation through a live
deployment and a field study with 344 new hires in a large organization and
measured system effectiveness based on the data collected “in the wild,” and
post-deployment surveys. Our results are highly encouraging: The system we
built can well compete with existing informational means such as call center or
onboarding experts. We observed accuracies of around 60% (or 70% counting
both correct answers and those that needed some improvement but still pro-
vided value) using both objective (message level annotations) and subjective
(questionnaire) evaluations. Even with this average accuracy, subjective evalu-
ation indicated a users’ intent for continued use. In our experience, objective
evaluations are effective in fine tuning the performance while subjective evalua-
tions measure user satisfaction more effectively.

One of the most challenging and labor-intense aspects of building an infor-
mational agent is the curation of the knowledge base. It involves the manual
generation of questions and their natural language variations with the guidance
from subject matter experts from the employee service center. To automate this
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process, We have started applying text analytic techniques to the content pro-
vided by the employee services center (emails, tickets, knowledge documents).
We are currently working on improving this automated text analytics process
so that knowledge bases for future chat bots in different domains can be built
more effectively.
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